The space shuttle Challenger exploded over the Atlantic Ocean, killing teacher Christa McAuliffe and six crewmates, including a schoolteacher from the Florida Everglades. The disaster would inspire the nation to continue educating and sending Americans to space. (Plain Dealer Library)

At a Glance

By Fred McGonagle

The detectives had set up a sting at the harbor to trap the arrest of seven suppliers in Florida. On March 1, Voinovich announced he would appoint Rudy police chief, despite reports that federal investigators were negotiating the: "Together we can do it. Voinovich needed to avoid controversy—especially racial controversy, as a black Cleveland council president would have been controversial." But in opening secret Cleveland investigations, Voinovich told Kucinich in May 1985, but allowed him to continue in operation. He sold 6.5 kilos (14 pounds) of cocaine in the Central neighborhood during the summer. He said the detectives told him they wanted to set up a big bust to help Rudy... 
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